
Roman Catholicism By Lorraine Boettner
Section Three Chapter XI The
Infallibility of the Pope

The doctrine of papal infallibility appeals to many people who are poorly
informed. They know practically nothing about the Bible. Consequently, they
have no sound theology on which to base their actions.

WANTED: More Christians with Backbone
– By Darryl Eberhart

Fight the good fight of faith, lay hold on eternal life, whereunto thou art
also called, and hast professed a good profession before many witnesses.

Roman Catholicism By Lorraine Boettner
Section Two Chapter VI The Papacy
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The word “pope,” and the word “papacy,” the system of ecclesiastical
government in which the pope is recognized as the supreme head, are not found
in the Bible.

Roman Catholicism By Lorraine Boettner
Chapter II The Church

The church is composed of all who are true Christians, those who have been
“born again,” or “born anew” (John 3:3), from all nations and denominations.

Roman Catholicism By Lorraine Boettner
Chapter I Introduction

The best book to share with your Catholic relatives and friends to witness to
them as to the unbiblical, unscriptural doctrines and practices in their
church.
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The Jesuit’s New World Order – An
Interview with Darryl Eberhart

The title of this article is from an audio I found on
https://archive.org/details/JesuitsNewWorldOrder I listened to part of it and
knew I had to transcribe it for this website.

I never heard of Darryl Eberhart before. I was shocked to see that his
website, Toughlssues.Org is offline in spite of the super interesting topics
on it! Someone made a PDF file of the home page of Toughlssues.Org. You can
see it below the transcription and read all the titles of the links that are
no longer accessible.

What happened to Darryl Eberhart? Did he pass away into God’s Heavenly
Kingdom? Or was he taken out before his time by the people he exposed? If
anyone knows the answer to this, I would appreciate hearing about it.

The information Darryl Eberhart shares confirms everything I have already
posted about the Jesuits and their control of the world, and he also adds new
information.

Transcription of audio interview.

This is the Ministry of Truth. I’m Gordon Comstock and we have a returning
guest today. He’s been on the show three or four times. This might even be
his fifth time. Boy, he reads a lot and they are of course the kind of books
that are hard to obtain nowadays. We’re not supposed to read these kinds of
books I suppose. He’s got a very interesting background in military
intelligence. I think he really knows his stuff.

Before I was ever introduced to him, I was reading his writings online quite
a bit. I was quite happy to finally talk to him. He’s become a regular on the
show. Well, it’s frankly, and this doesn’t happen very often in life. I have
trouble finding areas where I would disagree with my guest today. Our guest
is Darryl Eberhart. Welcome aboard, Darryl.

Darryl Eberhart: Thanks for the nice introduction. I’m 61 years old. I don’t
know if I’ve ever mentioned that on any of the podcasts. Sometimes I get a
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little tuckered out and tired of fighting these guys.

But let me give your listeners an introduction to both me, the intel, and the
religious side because I’ve got this great concern that they’ll accuse me
since I’ve been writing so much about Roman Catholicism, especially the
Jesuit order. I’m not comparing myself to Abraham Lincoln, but whenever they
were plotting to assassinate Lincoln, they passed the word around that in a
lot of the Northern newspapers, and as a matter of fact, democratic party
biased newspapers. And actually, Lincoln claimed up to half of the newspapers
and his time were controlled by the Roman Catholic Church. But they accused
him of being a baptized Catholic who had gone astray. They figured that would
steady the arms of the Roman Catholic assassins and a lot of the low-level
conspirators were Roman Catholic. And I just wanted to let people know that I
have never been a Roman Catholic. I was never secretly baptized as a Roman
Catholic. I’m not an apostate Catholic, although I do know quite a bit about
the Catholic Church.

But anyway, let me tell them about my intel. I spent 26 years in the
intelligence community. In 20 years of that was the US military. I’m a
retired military, 11 and a half years in the US Air Force Intelligence and 8
and a half years in Army Intelligence. And then after I retired from the
military, I worked six years as a Department of Defense, civilian at the
National Security Agency, largely because I got trained in Russian and Arabic
languages and worked as an analyst, a linguist, a reporter, and then later I
got a direct commission to captain. So I was then in military intelligence. I
was a chief warrant officer before then after I switched over from the Air
Force.

And I’ve been writing two newsletters for the past decade, plus the tackling
the tough topics and examining the tough issues. And when I first started
writing, I just pretty much, just spoke in general terms of the globalist,
which actually talked a little bit about what are actually just front groups,
the Counsel on Foreign Relations and the Bilderbergers, et cetera.

Gordon Comstock: They’re front groups, you’re right.

Darryl Eberhart: Yeah. They’re just 100% front groups. As a matter of fact, a
lot of smaller groups within the secret societies are front groups for the
Jesuits, as I have maintained. And others like Greg Szymanski, and Eric John
Phelps, all of our research ties together and confirms what each of us has
worked on separately. And it goes back to a lot of guys who have written good
books like Edmond Paris, The Secret History of the Jesuits.

It just all dovetails and points to the same point. And that is that the
Jesuits sit at the very top of the secret societies’ pyramid, controlling
Freemasonry, controlling their own Jesuit order, and through that,
controlling the entire hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church, because the
Black Pope actually rules over the white Pope. He’s the Black Pope, the
Jesuit Superior General, is the power behind the throne of the white Pope,
the one that we see patting children on heads. But the real leader of the
Roman Catholic hierarchy is the Jesuit Superior General, who’s also in charge
of the very wealthy knights of Malta, who are co-located and co-headquartered
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at the Jesuit Superior General’s palace there in the Vatican. So this man is
by far, I think, the most powerful man in the world, and through the wealth
he controls, through the Vatican Bank, and again through these wealthy
knights of Malta, who hold a lot of key banking positions.

The Rothschilds, people like to point to them and say, “Hey look, these are
Jews and they’re running everything.” The Rothschilds are Jesuits who just
happened to have a Jewish background. One of their titles is Guardians of the
Vatican Treasury. And that ought to tell us something.

Gordon Comstock: They’re employees.

Darryl Eberhart: Yeah, exactly. And so anyway, I just wanted to let them know
that I’ve got a good background in intelligence, but interestingly, despite
having for 26 years a top-secret special intelligence clearance with all
kinds of extra caveats, I knew almost nothing about the Jesuits. I know a
little bit about the Catholic Church, and I’ll explain why.

My religious background: I was raised Methodist. My mom was Methodist. My dad
was Roman Catholic, but my dad got in trouble because he didn’t raise us
Catholic, and the priest was angry with him for years. So again, I was never
baptized a Roman Catholic, and I never actually, I didn’t go to a Roman
Catholic Church until I actually got in my 20s. I went a couple of times with
my dad to Mass. But again, I was raised Methodist.

Now, I have to say this, 90% of my relatives are Roman Catholic, including my
dad, and 90% of my friends are Roman Catholic because I’m in a very heavily
Roman Catholic area where anywhere you go in any direction, about five to six
miles till you get down off the mountain, it’s either 70 to 90% Roman
Catholic or higher.

Decades ago, by the way, I married a beautiful and wonderful Roman Catholic
lady, and that’s when I was taught Roman Catholic Catechism classes. I was
still in the Air Force at Syracuse University studying the Russian language,
and I went to those classes. I never converted to Catholicism. As a matter of
fact, the priest kind of threw me out after about six sessions because I kept
asking questions. I wasn’t a Bible scholar at the time, but I had read enough
of the Bible to just raise questions like, “Hey, Jesus Christ healed Peter’s
mother-in-law. And Paul said that Peter Simon took his wife with him when he
went around. It sounds like Peter was married. Why do you guys have to be
celibate when it looked like Peter had a wife? And the priest said, “Oh, is
that in the Bible?” And then I nailed him on about four or five other things.

And it finally just came up after about the sixth session for him to put his
arm around me because I was embarrassing him by asking him questions he
couldn’t answer. And I started making them look stupid because he kept
saying, “Is that really in the Bible?” And I said, “Yeah, it is.

Let me give you just one more example. Christ said, don’t call anyone on
earth, Father.” Now, obviously, He’s not talking about your earthly dad, but
He was talking in a religious way. “So why do we have to call you guys
“father”?



And he goes, “Is that in the Bible?”

I said, “Yeah, it is.”

And I go, “Jesus Christ said, we shouldn’t do repetitious prayers like the
heathen do. Why do you guys pray the rosary and just keep going over the same
thing over and over and over again?” And he goes, “Is that in the Bible?” And
I’m not picking just on Catholic priests because I knew six Methodist
ministers and, I’d say probably about four or five of them didn’t know that
much about the Bible. As a matter of fact, their main training was in
administration and raising money and public speaking and running socials and
things like that. And I think as a matter of fact, the last couple of
Methodist ministers that I knew, said they only had one Bible course. when
they were in. And of course, if you talk to an ex-priest and not, they get
very little Bible training. They are almost all the traditions of the church,
the church, old church fathers, especially the ones that the Catholics
consider the most important. That’s their main study. They also don’t get
into the Bible.

So anyway, because of that, this guy, just came up, put his arm around me,
and said, “You don’t have to come back anymore, my son.” And I didn’t want to
go back anymore anyway, Gordon, because the snow was getting about three to
four feet deep up in Syracuse, and a hellacious winter that year. And so it
worked out well, but he definitely didn’t want me to come back.

So I am not Roman Catholic, although I love a lot of individual Roman
Catholics. And I want to just make that point. Again, I just went to Mass a
couple of times with my dad. I was kind of rebellious there because I was
kind of disgusted by the Methodist church. And for six or seven years, I went
to independent fundamental churches here when I came back after leaving the
National Security Agency. And I got so disgusted with them because everything
was pre-trip rapture. Once saved always saved, we’re not to be involved in
fighting evil. We’re only here to win souls. And we’re to obey government no
matter how evil it is, don’t you know? And that just drove me crazy.

So basically I just read the Bible and I get together with a couple of
friends. And by the way, before we finish, I’d like to give a book. It’s the
best book for giving to a Roman Catholic that really in a nice and kind way,
it’s Loraine Boettner‘s book called Roman Catholicism.

They’ve attacked this man horribly. It was written, I think, in 1962. But
Roman Catholics tell me it’s the best book to give to a Roman Catholic to
witness to them as to the unbiblical, unscriptural doctrines and practices in
the church because Boettner, he’s a man, Loraine Boettner, just runs
comparisons. This is what the Bible says. This is what the Catholic church
does or practices or says. And anyone who looks at that with an honest and
open heart is going to see that basically, and I don’t know how to say it in
a kinder way, Roman Catholicism is basically paganism with a very thin
Christian veneer.

The sad part is that there are Roman Catholics, and I know Roman Catholics
that are real Christians that are in that church, and maybe before we get
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done we’ll read that verse, Revelation 18:4 that says, “Come out of her, my
people.”

Gordon Comstock: Darryl, I took your advice. Last year I heard you talk about
that Loraine Boettner book, and one of my best friends is an ex-priest, and
he still attends mass, but he’s no longer a priest. Great guy. I bought a
copy of that book and gave it to him last year. We talked, and you could tell
it was really making him think. But I haven’t heard back from him in a few
months, so it’ll be interesting when I hook up with him again.

Darryl Eberhart: Well, the good news I have is that my best friend and his
wife, and he was a Eucharistic minister. She taught catechism-type classes in
the church school, and both very, very devout Roman Catholics, both from
devout Roman Catholic, large Roman Catholic families, and after over 50
years, by reading the Bible and Boettner’s book, they came out of the church.
So it’s not an impossibility. It does happen.

And Roman Catholics, many of them have no idea. They know there’s some evil
at the top because of the pedophile priest thing, but many of them have no
idea because most of them do not read the Bible. They have no idea of how
many Catholic practices, like celibacy and papal infallibility, purgatory,
indulgences, a Mass cards for the dead, people try to pay and pray for their
relatives to get out of purgatory, that none of that’s in the Bible.

As a matter of fact, I challenge Catholics when I meet them. “Hey, sit down
and read your Catholic Bible and see if you can find one pope. See if you can
find one cardinal. See if you can find one archbishop.” That whole entire
hierarchical system is not there in the Bible. As a matter of fact, Paul and
Peter, examples in the New Testament when anyone ran up and fell at their
feet and tried to kiss their toes or praise them as gods, they said, “Get up,
get up get up! We’re just men like you.” And compare that to the pope, many
of the popes who have lived in such wealth and with many palaces and
cardinals the same way. And again, through selling indulgences, that’s what
got Luther so fired up.

A lot of people forget that some of the reformers were Roman Catholics.
Luther was an Augustinian monk who tried so hard to reform the system from
within. The Dominican Girolamo Savonarola who was in Florence led a great
revival. He made one little mistake. He criticized, I think it was Pope
Alexander VI, and his corrupt papal court. Of course, he was immediately
excommunicated and murdered and exterminated, executed. And that happened so
frequently throughout history. We need to remember that many courageous Roman
Catholics have tried to challenge the system from within. And Rome, papal
Rome, does not like to be challenged about anything.

I’d like to read just a couple of little things that I threw in some of my
writings when I started writing more and more about Roman Catholicism. I’m
going to repeat a little bit of what I said, but I think people need to know
this. Here’s a little statement I put in some of my newsletters when I
started to really go after the Jesuit order.

I am not a Roman Catholic. I also am most definitely not anti-Roman Catholic
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as far as individual Roman Catholics go. My dad, 90% of my relatives are
Roman Catholic, and the majority of my friends are Roman Catholics still to
this day. I am, however, against the top levels of secret societies from the
hierarchy of the Jesuit order to the hierarchy of Freemasonry. And by the
way, if I can find that quote, I’ll read it later, but there was a historian
that said,

“If you trace up to the very top of Freemasonry, you will find out
that the leader of the head Freemason in the world and the Jesuit
Superior General are one in the same person.”

We need to remember that the Jesuit order took over French, British, and
German Freemasonry over a century ago. So the Jesuit order controls the
higher levels of Freemasonry, which gives them so much power because when you
start looking at the intelligence community, Gordon, you find out that just
about every head of the Central Intelligence Agency was either a 33-degree
Freemason like Allen Dulles who (then President) John Fitzgerald Kennedy
fired, or they were Knights of Malta, which is a religious military order
within the Roman Catholic Church under the direct command of the Jesuit
Superior General.

I think that’s kind of interesting. Five Knights of Malta, the first one that
was in charge was William Wild Bill Donovan. You had John McCone, William
Casey, William Colby, and George Tenet. There are at least five plus the head
of the decades-long of counterintelligence in the Central Intelligence Agency
who also sat at the Vatican desk and the Israel desk was James Jesus
Angleton, who just happened to be the CIA liaison to the Warren Commission.
Another Knight of Malta, one of the Assistant FBI Directors, part of the
Freemason lodge just happened to be the FBI, the liaison to the Warren
Commission, the White Wash Commission, I call it. We can tell the flow of
information that went to the Warren Commission was completely sanitized and
edited by these two Knights of Malta.

When you start looking at that and World War II, where the head of Soviet
intelligence is a Knight of Malta. He was the Jesuit priest for his couriers,
Prince Anton Turkul. You look at the German intelligence on the Eastern
Front, it’s run by a Roman Catholic knight of Malta named Reinhardt Gehlen,
who ends up afterward coming over to help Donovan, who is head of the old
Office of Strategic Services, the predecessor, the CIA. They set up the CIA
together, two Roman Catholic knights of Malta.

By the way, William Joseph Wild Bill Donovan, I have a picture of him getting
the Order of St. Sylvester there at the Vatican. The man was heavily
decorated by the Roman Catholic Church, the Vatican, for his lifetime of
service to the Catholic Church, even while he was the head of the OSS and
then afterwards as the CIA Director. Isn’t that interesting, Gordon? These
guys are getting awards. Our top intelligence guys are getting awards from
the Roman Catholic Church.

Gordon Comstock: Well, the Bible talks a lot about nations being empowered by
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demonic entities, and when you read through that litany of the crossovers
between the Nazi echelon that were hooked up with the Knights of Malta, they
just very easily made that transition from crumbling Nazi Germany to rising
United States 20th century power. And I can just envision those demons
crossing over from the Nazis to us, and we’re seeing the fruits of that now
all around us with entities like Blackwater, and of course all of the
draconian legislation like the Patriot Act.

Darryl Eberhart: That includes stuff that says that the President’s allowed
to torture people. Where does torture come from? It doesn’t come from any
Protestant church. It doesn’t come from any evangelical church. There’s only
one church that is really into torture, like big time, and that is the Roman
Catholic Church and the Inquisition alone from, according to several
reputable historians that officially ran 1203 to 1808, butchered up to 50
million Bible-believing Christians.

And while I mentioned that, I think it’s important that everybody get a DVD.
I don’t know if you’ve ever had Richard Bennett on. He’s an ex-priest of 22
years, but he did this DVD on the Inquisition. It’s subtitled, 605 years of
papal torture and death. It’s 58 minutes long, it’s in color. The first two-
thirds of the DVD deals with that official Inquisition that took the lives of
up to 50 million Bible believers. Many women were burned. And to be slowly
roasted and toasted at the stake, how cruel, 80 popes in a row, approved the
Inquisition.

But again, the DVD is very professionally done. And the first two-thirds
deals with that 1203-1808 timeframe.

The last third deals with that forgotten holocaust, some people call it the
Vatican Holocaust, and they’re talking about the massacre in Croatia in the
1940s. Croatia was a part of Yugoslavia and then broke away and became a
puppet state to the Nazis. And this fascist state, butchered and tortured up
to 1 million innocent Serb Orthodox Christians, men, women, and children, to
the point where they impaled children alive on stakes, they crucified
Orthodox priests on wooden doors, they skinned people alive, they buried
people alive. They burned people alive. They sawed them. They cut their eyes
out, and made necklaces from them, and I know you’re very familiar with this.

Gordon Comstock: Yeah, I read that book, The Vatican Holocaust by Avro
Manhattan.

Darryl Eberhart: And he has pictures in there of both the perpetrators…

Gordon Comstock: Smiling as they’re sawing through some guys’ neck.

b>Darryl Eberhart: We need to think about this because there are 10 FEMA
regions in the US. There are 10 Jesuit provincialists assigned to the US. I
don’t think that’s a coincidence.

And when we think that two Jesuit prelates, they were Jesuit monsignors who
were in archbishop positions in Zagreb and Sarajevo, respectively, Aloysius
Stepinac, who also was the military vicar to the Ustaše military killing
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squads that ran around, and Archbishop Ivan Šarić. And so these two Jesuit
archbishops ran this choreographed, this horrible holocaust – a religious
side basically – the slaughter of Orthodox Serbians.

Gordon Comstock: And the people who led the bloodthirsty mobs were Franciscan
priests, correct?

Darryl Eberhart: Yes, mostly, and some of the worst commandants were, like
you said, Franciscan priests, monks, and friars. They sometimes led the
Ustaše units, and if they weren’t the actual officer in charge, then they
were an adviser who participated in and urged the torture. And as one writer
wrote, he said, they weren’t content just to kill people, they had to
horribly torture them first. So, it boggles the minds of people who have not
been brought up Roman Catholic and who do not know the history of the Roman
Catholic Church to think of a Church that calls itself Christian doing this
type of thing.

Gordon Comstock: And so, that was a carryover. That was still the
Inquisition, right? The Inquisition never really officially went away.

Darryl Eberhart: No. No. And that was a modern-day Inquisition that we need
to look at because, as one writer, I think it was Manhattan himself said, it
serves as a model of what the Roman Catholic Church would like to do if they
could ever, wherever they have the power to establish themselves as the State
Church and to totally, as Edmond Paris wrote, convert or die with everyone
else. Of course, some of the Orthodox people did convert, but again, this DVD
of the Inquisition by Richard Bennett is critical for people to see, whether
they’re Roman Catholic or non-Roman Catholic, to see the barbarity of all
this. When FEMA takes over and because the governors, those ten Jesuit
providentials, are the real power behind them, we know what these people can
do (based on the history of the Inquisition).

Here’s a little thing I’d like to read, but I had stuck into several of the
newsletters when I started writing more about Roman Catholicism. I put,

“Why am I writing more and more about Roman Catholicism? I’ve been writing
more on the Roman Catholic Church’s hierarchy, and especially its Jesuit
order in recent newsletters, because I keep uncovering more and more about
the deep hatred that the hierarchy of the Roman Catholic Church has for
independent Bible-believing Christians, Protestants, Orthodox Christians, and
Jews. And by the way, during World War II, it was just a bloodbath that
mainly went after Protestants in northern Germany, Orthodox Christians, not
just in Serbia, but in Russia and in Ukraine, and of course Jews, up to 6
million Jews, despite all of these people that try to say that there were
only a couple hundred thousand. I’ve seen the actual pictures of the
bulldozing of the bodies and that when the American soldiers went into camp.
(Note from me: The actual number of Jews who died in the holocaust is
something I don’t care to debate about anymore. The fact is, not only Jews
died, but millions of other ethnic peoples such as Romanies AKA Gypsies,
Poles, Ukrainians, Russians, Serbians, and other Slavic peoples, even non-
Slavic peoples such as Estonians, Latvians, and Lithuanians. It’s interesting
to me that when the Holocaust is mentioned, people only think about the Jews
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and none of the other ethnic groups the Nazis murdered. Why is that? I
believe it’s due to Jesuit control of the press and education to put emphasis
on the Jews in order to justify the Zionists of their dirty deeds. )

Gordon Comstock: So let me derail you quickly here because you just prompted
something. Darryl, do you think, as I strongly suspect, that not only during
World War II, not only what happened in Croatia with the mass murder and
torture of the Serbs, not only was that a carryover of the same Inquisition,
but do you think, given that Hitler is still to this day a Catholic in title,
he never was excommunicated, and given that it was guys like Franz von Papan,
who was he a cardinal or archbishop who…

Darryl Eberhart: No, no, he was a knight of Malta. He put Hitler into power.

Gordon Comstock: He put Hitler into power. And as we know, the Knights of
Malta are under the auspices of the Vatican. Do you consider that the far
more infamous Holocaust that we see so many movies and books about, like
Schindler’s List and whatnot, do you think that that also was a carryover of
the Inquisition?

Darryl Eberhart: Without doubt, there’s no doubt in my mind that that was
another part of the modern-day Inquisition. Serbia wasn’t the only one. World
War II was an entire Inquisition. The Catholic Church has long hated Orthodox
Christians, and that’s why the Nazi SS units, a lot of them in the central
security service were priests that put on the black uniform. The head of the
Nazi SS was not little pug-nose, the nephew Heinrich Himmler, Kurt Heinrich
Himmler. The real head of it was his uncle who was a Roman Catholic priest, a
Jesuit subordinate to the Jesuit Superior General, Ledóchowski. But those
priests followed in with the killer units, just like the Ustaše had the
Franciscan priests, monks, and friars, these Jesuit priests and other Roman
Catholic priests were even wearing the black uniform of the Nazi SS. And they
were with the killer squads that came in behind the regular German military,
whenever they invaded into the Ukraine and further into the Soviet Union.

So it was when I first looked at Eric John Phelps’ book, I thought, “Wow!
Could it be that this thing was just totally orchestrated to slaughter as
many Protestants and Jews and Orthodox Christians as possible?” I don’t know
how anyone can really take an honest look at World War II and not come to
that conclusion. Where did almost all the firebombing take place? In northern
Germany, not in Catholic Bavaria. What happened to the poor German
Protestants up in the northern, northeastern parts like in Prussia? They were
forced to march during winter, and women and children died along the way.
Some people think up to a million people that died in the camps in the
northern part. The American and British camps were horrible. They allowed
malnutrition, they allowed weather exposure to these people. They were
horribly treated. The amount of food they were given like I said, forced
march in the middle of winter. And then of course the Jews, they went after
them big time, and also after the Orthodox Christians. So, I don’t see how
anyone can really be honest, whether he’s Roman Catholic or non-Roman
Catholic, look at World War II and not just see a massive religious side that
was orchestrated by having Knights of Malta running the intelligence services
on both sides.
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I worked 26 years in the intelligence community. When you have top positions
like the CIA counter-intelligence desk when you hold the head of the CIA, the
head of the FBI, then you can murder anybody, and that’s what happened with
John Kennedy, and then cover it up because you have all your people at the
key choke points, and no mid-level analyst or something’s going to be able to
get anything. He’ll get murdered if he tries to go outside of the channels.
And that’s what they did with the two liaison positions with Kennedy. And
everyone around Kennedy, and that’s something that you and I have talked
about before, is the alternative medium, much of it, blames everything on the
Jews, mentioning the Rothschilds and that or the head of the Federal Reserve,
and not ever getting to the secret societies and the control of the secret
societies by the Jesuits Superior General, where they have control of these,
not only the intelligence agencies, but they are able then to use through the
CIA cooperation with Special Forces, Navy Seals, they are able to use our
most elite military to murder people and cover it up, and having key people
in Congress. Almost every key committee is held by a Roman Catholic
generally.

It’s interesting, I started when I was updating some of my news articles, I
will tell the story, and you know it, at one time I had 106 articles up on
the web, 106, and a lot of them dealt with assassination, like the
assassination of Kennedy, the assassination of John Paul I, the assassination
of Oscar Romero, the Archbishop down in El Salvador, and the assassination of
Lincoln. When you look around and start digging a little bit outside of
mainstream publishing and the current American textbooks, you find out in all
of these that the culprits are the Jesuits! And the rest of the Vatican, the
papacy, clearly their fingerprints are all over the assassination of Lincoln.

My goodness, they even helped John Harrison escape up to Canada, where two
Roman Catholic priests hid them out, one of the Archkins’ Bearers, and then
they ferried them over to England and down to the papacy, where they became
part of the Pope’s own personal bodyguard in a Zouave company.

But Burke McCarty and her book pointed out… she wrote an interesting book,
The Suppressed Truth About the Assassination of Abraham Lincoln. That book
was published in 1924. And when she did, she’s got a great quote in there,
and I’ll just paraphrase it because I don’t have it right in front of me, but
she said that during the Wilson administration, that would have been, he
served two terms, I think that would be 1913 to 1921. He’s the president who
said, “I’ll never send your boys overseas” just like FDR later. But anyway,
she said during his administration, the head of the Army, the head of the
Navy, the head of the Merchant’s fleet, the head of the post office, and she
named a couple of others, and she said just about every single department in
the U.S. government – now remember, this is in the 1920s, the early 20s – she
said was held by a fourth degree Knight of Columbus! Now, the Roman Catholic
population at that time was one-sixth the entire U.S. population, but they
are holding every single key government position.

Lincoln said that in his time, half of the newspapers, I mentioned it
earlier, half the newspapers were run by the Roman Catholic Church. And then
F. Tupper Saussy, when he came out with his book, Rulers of Evil, showed how
in the Reagan administration, almost all his top advisers were Roman
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Catholic, and almost every key position, intelligence, finance, in both the
Senate and the House, were all held by Roman Catholics.

And it’s interesting, when you think back, Gordon, if you go to an
independent fundamental church, you’re to find out these guys have all been
taught in their seminaries, “We don’t get involved in politics,” but when you
go to Roman Catholic churches, when they have their Knights of Columbus, and
they try to recruit young Roman Catholics into that, they tell their people,
get into law enforcement, get into government, become mayor, become governor,
become president. They’re talking two sides there. They infiltrate, and
Protestants have trouble understanding that because we wouldn’t think of
infiltrating a Catholic church, but the Jesuits are masters of infiltration,
and they have their people infiltrate, even seminaries of these independent
fundamental associations and everything. And they tell these people, “Now you
need to obey government no matter how evil it is, no matter how fascist it
is, because don’t you know government is from God, and you guys need to stay
out of politics. You’re only here to win souls, you don’t get involved in
anything. And then they’re telling their people, “Get involved in law
enforcement, get involved in politics.” You go to these, a lot of these
northern, northeastern cities, Midwest, Chicago, New York, Boston, you’ll
find out that a very large number of the police officers, especially in the
middle and higher levels, are Knights of Columbus.

And you can see that on a website, spirituallysmart.com. It has all kinds of
pictures. Jeb Bush is a fourth-degree Knight of Columbus. It has a picture of
him getting his ceremony there. It has a picture of President George W. Bush
shaking hands with a bunch of Knights of Columbus. It has a picture of some
of these top people in the New York police force. I think one of them was a
former Homeland Security agent, a very high-ranking one. They’re all Knights
of Columbus!

So what does that bode for us? We need to remember something, Gordon, and
that is that the Ustaše was a Roman Catholic militia called Catholic Action
in Yugoslavia. Whenever the German troops poured across the border, these
people turned on their own government, turned on their own constitution,
their own people, and betrayed them, and showed the Nazis, well, I should say
the German troops, where the arms were stored, and where aircraft were hidden
away. They basically were a fifth column. I hope most of the listeners
understand that in the fifth column from the Spanish Civil War, there was
General Mola. Franco said he had a fifth column. In other words, he had
people friendly to him behind the enemy’s line pretending to be good guys
when they were actually betraying them. He claimed to have in Madrid, a fifth
column.

Well, throughout all of Europe in World War II, there were fifth columns in
France and Yugoslavia that betrayed their own people, their own country,
their own government, and their own military.

Gordon Comstock: They assassinated King Alexander of Yugoslavia.

Darryl Eberhart:Right. And the Ustaše we need to remember was a Roman
Catholic militia, basically a terrorist group before World War II. And then



once Pavlach was put into power, Ante Pavlach, an interesting character, who
said, “A good Ustaše is someone who can cut a child out of its mother’s
womb.”

And having the two archbishops there, once they took power, well, guess what
happened to the Roman Catholic militia, Catholic action, Ustaše? They became
the regular military forces, and they went around being the killer squad.

And people need to think. I’ve heard there are a million and a half to two
million strong in the Knights of Columbus. There are signs about them all
over where I live. You see all their signs. They have chapters and stuff.
They sell insurance, they sell little gambling tickets basically that are
based on the lottery here in Pennsylvania. These guys are wealthy, they’re
powerful, and we need to think, what are they gonna do when we go under total
martial law in a fascist state here? Are these guys gonna be just like the
Ustaše in Croatia?

That’s something to think about because the fourth-degree oath of the Knights
of Columbus, now they’ve probably mellowed it some, but it was a horrible
plot oath that was read into the Congressional record in the early 1900s. We
don’t need militias such as the Knights of Columbus that have an oath to a
foreign potentate, and that’s what the pope is. And if people think that’s
hard, it’s just the truth.

Gordon Comstock: When you say foreign potentate, now that brings up a good
point because we talk a lot about the dangers of Roman Catholicism and the
Jesuits and the upper echelon of that hierarchy, but that upper echelon,
foreign potentate, isn’t the real threat, the real source of all this threat
is because it is that the Vatican is a nation-state, is it not? People still
think the Vatican is just part of a religious system,

Darryl Eberhart: It is a nation state. The Vatican State has diplomatic
relations with something like over 80 or 100 countries, I forget. But they’re
a member of the United Nations, the pope goes and speaks there, and I know
they’ve got diplomatic relations with all of the major countries in the
world. As a matter of fact, they were restored with Mussolini in the
Concordant that he signed with the papacy. Of course, some people tend to
forget Hitler also signed a Concordant on the papacy, and you mentioned
earlier, that Hitler was never excommunicated, and neither was Mussolini. As
a matter of fact, when Hitler died, or some people say he didn’t really die,
he went to Argentina, but anyway, when he supposedly committed suicide, they
had a high requiem mass for him in Spain, officiated, I think by three Roman
Catholic priests. Generally, that’s only for like a cardinal or something,
and they had that for him. But Mussolini, Hitler, and none of the worst of
these mass murders was ever excommunicated by the Roman Catholic Church, how
could they? These guys were working for them. You know, that’s not good PR
within your own camp if you excommunicate your top murderers that carry out
your orders for you.

Let’s say one other thing, you mentioned a good point. A lot of people tend
to think of Roman Catholicism as just a religion. No, the Roman Catholic
Church is probably the most powerful geopolitical faction in the world



because of controlling secret societies, plus having a billion people
adherence, plus having a Vatican bank, and they have another bank too, but
all their stock holdings in that, the Knights of Malta are big bankers, so
they’re filthy rich, and so we need to think of them as the most powerful
geopolitical and financial power on the entire planet. They’re not just a
religion.

We Americans have for the most part been largely ignorant of the well-
documented history of the Roman Catholic Church in conducting brutal
religious genocide, the Inquisition, holy wars, and holy crusades against all
the aforementioned groups, Bible-believing Christians, Protestants, Orthodox
Christians, and Jews.

Sadly, many Americans believe the ecumenical rhetoric of the Roman Catholic
Church’s hierarchy, that she has changed her ways and now loves all the
“Separated Brethren.” (Formally called heretics.) Well, we now know that Pope
Benedict XVI has come out and said, “Well, that liberal stuff you kind of
heard out of Vatican II is, they’re just spinning that the wrong way. There’s
no salvation outside of the Roman Catholic Church.”

I’ve got some of his recent documents where he said any church that came out
of the Protestant Reformation is not a church. So guess what, Protestants?
You’re back to being heretics and not Separated Brethren.

And by the way, the ecumenical movement is totally run by Roman Catholics.
There’s a Roman Catholic priest named Forrest and that, but you’ll find it
almost all of these, the Billy Graham crusades, and that there are always
priests there, Paul and Jan Crouch. You can almost always see a priest in the
background there. Jack Van Empey praises Mary and the Marian apparitions and
the Pope. So a lot of these so-called Protestant evangelists are just, well,
Billy Graham himself has an honorary degree from a Roman Catholic Institute
of Higher Learning.

Gordon Comstock: They’re all subverted.

Darryl Eberhart:Yeah. They’re working for the other side. And we need to
realize that these people are pied pipers. As a matter of fact, Billy Graham,
when a Roman Catholic comes forward in his crusade wanting to truly learn
more about Christ, what does Billy Graham and those counselors do? They turn
them over to the local Roman Catholic Church! They say, “Go back to your
Roman Catholic Church and learn there.”

Again, I’m not trying to be mean to anyone because I love a lot of individual
Roman Catholics, but Roman Catholicism is basically pagan. It’s the old
Babylonian religion. It’s paganism with a thin veneer of Christianity. It
moved into the power vacuum whenever the imperial pagan Roman Empire fell and
the Pope basically took over as the ghost rose from the ashes of the pagan
imperial Roman Empire.

Gordon Comstock: Darrell, this gets into eschatology. You have these pre-
tribbers, these huge futurist Christians nowadays who are expecting some kind
of revived Roman Empire in the future. And what they are obtusely not seeing



is that when the secular government of Rome fell, it morphed into… basically,
what I’m trying to say is their revived Roman Empire is Roman Catholicism
because it carried on Rome and engulfed all the other states around it. So
it’s right in front of them. It’s always been in front of them. It’s always
been the number one persecutor of …

Darryl Eberhart: True Bible-believing Christians, including the Waldenses.
You know how they treated the Waldenses, I know you read about them, and the
Albigenses. They called the Albigenses and Waldenes, heretics, Manichaeans,
Dualists, and all kinds of dirty names. But they were just simple Bible-
believing Christians who were always … let me repeat that, they didn’t leave
the Catholic Church, they were always outside the Catholic Church. And
because Catholics in France compared the wonderful lives of these people,
they were hard-working, industrious, moral people to other Catholics, the
Catholic Church was starting to lose their adherence. They were leaving in
droves to join these people. And that’s when the Catholic Church crushed the
entire southern population of southern France. They exterminated the
Albigenses in a series of crusades. I think they started somewhere around
1208. And they basically used some of the same crusaders who had been down in
the Middle East and turned them loose, including rapists and murderers out of
the prisons to slaughter these people.

And that’s why I started writing more and more about Roman Catholicism just
because… I don’t know how to say this in any other way than the Roman
Catholic Church is basically, especially the Jesuit order in the last four
centuries, international murder incorporated. They’re just mass murderers,
masters of assassination of individuals, but also masters of religious
genocide. And we need to speak out about it. Roman Catholics need to learn.

I think if Roman Catholics in America could learn one-tenth of the history of
their Church, purposely a Church, but again, remember, it’s an official
nation-state, the Vatican state, that was restored by Mussolini with his
Concordate. But anyway, by the way, Roman Catholicism also became the state
religion again there. So the deadly wound kind of got healed there whenever
they got back as a Vatican state.

It’s not the Jews, the Zionist Jews who are running around fomenting all the
wars, it’s the Roman Catholic Church.

There was a man named Edmond Paris who was born Roman Catholic, a French
author who wrote several books like “Convert or Die”. But he wrote The Secret
History of the Jesuits that people can still get that from Jack Chick, Chick
publication (and this website).

Gordon Comstock: We spoke of that book, Roman Catholicism by Loraine Boettner
as maybe the best book to give your Roman Catholic friends to get them out of
that system, to wake them up.

Darryl Eberhart: The book is simply called Roman Catholicism and it’s by
Loraine Boettner. It was published in 1962. It’s a 466-page paperback book.

My best friend and his wife, have four children, and they gave them Dave
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Hunt’s book and it really turned them off. Dave Hunt’s book is a great book,
A Woman Rides the Beast, I like it, but I’ve heard from several Catholics
that it really turns Catholics off.

Gordon Comstock: It’s all factual, but it’s too much at once.

Darryl Eberhart: Yeah, for new comers. It’s a good book. If you’re a non-
Catholic, I would highly recommend you get that from Chick Publications. A
Woman Rides the Beast is a great book for a non-Catholic because it gets into
their doctrines in the back. He gets into papal infallibility quite a bit,
and celibacy and purgatory and he’ll give you definitions of all of them. But
he gets a lot into the genocide too.

Gordon Comstock: The sordid history of the popes, Hunt gets into in spades.

Darryl Eberhart: Yes, he does a very good job. But if you want to hand
something to a Roman Catholic to read because you want them to see that their
churches’ practices and doctrines are unbiblical, unscriptural. Roman
Catholicism is the best book. And I tell you why. That man has been horribly
attacked by the Roman Catholic Church because he’s right on the money. And
again, he doesn’t do it in a caustic and vitriolic, nasty manner. He just
lays it out nice and just pleasant. And just saying here it is, this is what
the Bible says, this is what the Catholic Church says. So I highly recommend
it. You get that book and get it into the hands of Catholic friends. It’s
much better received than most other books.

Let me give a Bible verse here. It’s critical. We’re very ignorant of
history. We’re also biblically ignorant in America. And I’m sure know very
well this verse,

Hosea 4:6  My people are destroyed for lack of knowledge: because thou hast
rejected knowledge, I will also reject thee, that thou shalt be no priest to
me: seeing thou hast forgotten the law of thy God, I will also forget thy
children.

That’s pretty serious. We need to be Bible readers. You mentioned about the
papacy and how easy it is to see. Some people try to predict who the
Antichrist is going to be. Some people said it was Gorbachev with the little
red mark on his head. Some people even said it was Reagan. There’s Prince
Charles. There have been many candidates, Mussolini was a candidate, Hitler
was a candidate. Of course these guys are dead now.

Rather than trying to predict who the final CEO of the Satanic Kingdom is
gonna be, that priest of 22 years, Richard Bennett, points out on his DVD,
The Inquisition, the Bible very clearly lays out that the papacy is the
Antichrist.

Revelation 17:9  And here is the mind which hath wisdom. The seven heads are
seven mountains, on which the woman sitteth.

Now someone like Texe Marrs says that’s Jerusalem. But Jerusalem never ruled
over all the kings of the earth. Some people say Rio de Janeiro has seven
hills. Now the only place with seven hills that ruled over the kings of the
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earth for probably over 1200 years was the Roman Catholic church or papacy.
They crowned kings and emperors and deposed them. Few emperors and kings had
ever won against the pope. Most of them lost on the battle field because the
pope would rally several countries against the nation that opposed him.

Some people used to joke, “Well, how many divisions does the pope have? The
answer is he has as many divisions as the US or the Soviets or whoever he’s
controlling. They’ve infiltrated and decapitated those governments.

Verse Revelation 17:18 says, And the woman which thou sawest is that great
city, which reigneth over the kings of the earth.

Again, the Israel kings, kings of Judah, David, and Solomon at their peak
didn’t rule over the kings of the earth. They ruled over maybe the kings of
Edom and Moab and the Syrians. But they didn’t rule over the Assyrians. They
didn’t rule over the Babylonians. They didn’t rule over the Chinese. However,
the papacy ruled over continental Europe for over a thousand years.

But here’s the verse that’s kind of interesting. I used to say I’m not
telling Catholics to come out of the church. I am now.

Revelation 18:4  And I heard another voice from heaven, saying, Come out of
her, my people, that ye be not partakers of her sins, and that ye receive not
of her plagues.

The Bible says that papal Rome is going to get burned in the end. And I would
say to … and I love again many individual Roman Catholics … get out of there.
Not only is your church, which is a state, a geopolitical and financial
entity, guilty of pedophilia to the maximum extreme, not only is it guilty of
up to 40% of American nuns reporting being sexually abused, you can find that
in a Boston Globe article. I’m looking for the book, but it’s in a great book
called Lucifer’s Lodge – Satanic Ritual Abuse in the Catholic Church was
written by a Roman Catholic named Kennedy. Not only is it guilty of all that,
but if you read my Bloody Hearts article, you’ll find out that the Roman
Catholic church as Baron De Pane, the French statesman said, “Its history is
written in blood.” Blood is what it’s all about. The slaughtering of Jews
left and right, as you well know Gordon, whenever the Roman Catholic
crusaders, not the Christian crusaders, went into Antioch in 1096. The Roman
Catholic crusaders slaughtered every man, woman, and child, Christian, Jew,
and Muslim in Antioch. Then they went down, and in Jerusalem, in 1099 they
slaughtered just about everyone. There were a few Muslims that bought their
way out, the rich ones, but other than that they slaughtered every man,
woman, and child, other than the few that bought their way out, Jew, Muslim,
and non-Catholic Christian. And that has been the history of that church.

Before the Crusaders even went down to the Middle East, they went into the
Western provinces of Andrew and Puto and practiced up for the crusades by
slaughtering every Jew they could find, going through the villages of those
Western, I probably murdered the pronunciation, those Western provinces in
France, they practiced up. Their entire history is nothing but religious
genocide. Every 50 to 100 years, the Roman Catholic church goes on a mass
murder spree, and they did it as recently as the 1940s. (The 1994 Rwanda
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genocide was even more recent.)

And Gordon, that’s why I think you’re staying in and working hard at what you
do, why I am too because we smell what happened in Croatia, what happened all
over the European continent, in the 1940s, may be coming to a neighborhood
near all of us soon here in America, like they used to talk about movies
going around the drive-in theaters. It’s coming to a neighborhood soon near
us. And again, ten FEMA regions, ten Jesuits, provincial’s assigned here, and
we’ve got the fascist police state almost totally set up here in America.

If Roman Catholics do not leave in droves as they did during the Reformation,
the only thing that stopped this, that flow, was the sword and the stake that
the Catholic church wielded against its own people, otherwise, Europe would
be totally Protestant right now. And that’s why the Inquisition was
instituted and carried on, and again, 80 popes in a row.

And if you’re a Roman Catholic, get a book called Vicars of Christ: The Dark
Side of the Papacy, by Peter De Rosa. There’s a Roman Catholic that just gave
you the real nitty gritty of what the papacy was about. It was nothing but
rich aristocratic families battling with each other. Most popes were
murdered, by the way, very few died natural deaths, some mysterious, but many
of them were murdered because they were fighting with each other for the
coveted position because of all the wealth and power that it carried with it.

So again, we’re not being mean, we don’t hate Roman Catholics, we’re just
trying to warn you, your system, it’s not biblical, it’s a murdering system,
and it’s a system full of pedophile priests, and it’s just a real sad story
that it calls itself Christian.

I tell my Catholic friends this, you’re not going to like a Catholic police
state here in fascist America. It’s not going to be good for Catholics
because the Inquisition didn’t just kill Bible believers. Many Roman
Catholics, if they were wealthy, maybe you had a good-looking wife or
daughter, they turned you in, and you went before the Inquisition, and very
few people ever got acquitted from the Inquisition. By the way, most lawyers
were not allowed to represent you, you couldn’t see you’re accuser, so they
had an almost 100% conviction, right? And that’s why we’re warning people, to
find out about this Church geopolitical financial entity, do a little bit of
research.

Image of Darryl Eberhart’s ToughIssues.org website which is no
longer online.
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The Origin Of Dispensational Futurism
And Its Entry Into Protestant
Christianity

Many Protestants have departed from the Protestant Christian interpretation
of the prophecies in the Book of Revelation. Church history has not left us
in ignorance concerning the dispensational interpretation of the Book of
Revelation. Every Protestant should know and spread the following startling
facts.

The Purple and Scarlet Robes of the
Bishops of the Church of Rome

And the woman was arrayed in purple and scarlet colour, and decked with gold
and precious stones and pearls, having a golden cup in her hand full of
abominations and filthiness of her fornication.
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The Revelation an Acted Prophecy –
Western Europe and Asia the Stage

Revelation is not merely a written symbolic prophecy, but also an acted
prophecy, acted like a drama on the stage, with supernatural beings, as
actors and the area of the old Roman Empire as the stage.

Who are the Kings of the East
Mentioned in Revelation 16:12?

This is the continuation of the series, Antichrist And His Ten Kingdoms – By
Albert Close and the previous post in the series, The Final Revelation to Men
by Jesus Christ: The Apocalypse.

And the sixth angel poured out his vial upon the great river Euphrates; and
the water thereof was dried up, that the way of the kings of the east might
be prepared.

Little doubt the Kings of the East are the independent Kingdoms or Republics
which have arisen out of the ruins of the Eastern Roman Empire, and of the
Turkish Empire, during the last 140 years (up to 1944), due to the steady
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drying up of that great Empire symbolized in the Apocalypse (Book of
Revelation) as the Great River Euphrates. The following are their names, with
the dates when each broke from Turkey: GREECE 1820; EGYPT 1840; BULGARIA
1877; ROMANIA 1878; LEVANT 1867; CYRENACIA 1912; PALESTINE 1917; ALBANIA
1919; YUGOSLAVIA 1919; IRAQ 1923; HEJAZ (a region in the west of Saudi
Arabia, containing Mecca and Medina) 1926; YEMEN 1927; PERSIA 1923. All of
these Kings of the East have ceased during the last century and a quarter to
own submission to the Sultan of Turkey at Constantinople. All of these 12
kingdoms belonged to the Mohammedan Eastern Roman Empire, which has now dried
up.

The Turkish Empire dried up at the Treaty of Lausanne in 1923, when she was
completely stripped of all these countries at the close of the 1914-18 War.

The Pope’s Temporal Power over the Ten Kingdoms of the Western Empire dried
up also in 1870, when the Temporal Power fell. Today (1944) the Pope rules
over the Vatican City only, of 800 people and 108 acres of territory; but he
rules spiritually as the False Prophet over 300,000,000 (now 1.2 billion)
worshippers. Herein lies his world-wide power through his 500,000 (now
decreased to 407,872 according to
https://www.vaticannews.va/en/church/news/2023-10/fides-catholic-church-stati
stics-world-mission-sunday.html) Latin Priests.

A false prophet is one who proclaims as Divine Truth a false Gospel in
Christ’s Name. See Revelation 17 and 18.

GROWTH IN INTERPRETATION OF SYMBOLS.

As already stated, if we translate the symbolic scenes in the book of
Revelation into plain non-figurative ones, by comparing them with the symbols
and emblems of other Scriptures, and also with the symbols and emblems
employed by the nations and great religions which have arisen and played
their part in the history of the last 1900 years within the bounds of the
Roman Empire, they become the religious and political history of that great
period, so far as it affects the Church of Christ.

Papal Rome corrupted for centuries the Western Roman Empire, whilst the
Mohammedan religion corrupted the Eastern Empire. Both as political and
religious powers are now nearing their end.

The Napoleonic Wars of 1789—1815, and the Great War of 1914—19, are both
regarded by expositors as having been fulfilled as Divine retribution on
Papal and Mohammedan Europe and Asia, within the area of the Roman Empire.
Revelation 16:1-11.

Both have been equally important as it is shown on the Map of the World, when
read in conjunction with the history of the past 140 years. Both religions
have been cruel persecutors of God’s people.

The world-wide preaching of the Gospel by the Missionary Societies was in
1,053 languages as contrasted with only 71 languages in 1800 A.D.

(Matthew 24:14) “And this gospel of the kingdom shall be preached in all the



world for a witness unto all nations; and then shall the end come.”

The drying up of the Euphrates in Revelation 16:12 symbolized the drying up
of the Turkish Empire, by the loss of 14 Provinces, thus leaving Turkey with
a population of 16,000,000 and a loss of 95,000,000 since 1820.

Revelation 16:12 And the sixth angel poured out his vial upon the great river
Euphrates; and the water thereof was dried up, that the way of the kings of
the east might be prepared.

In Revelation 16:13,14, the three unclean Spirits of Devils, the Dragon, the
Beast and the False Prophet acting through their human agents, gather the
nations of the whole world to battle as never before in all history. These
three may prefigure the Nazi, Fascist and Papal Powers at War today. They are
all against Christ.

(Note: I believe today an alternate interpretation could be Papal, Fascism
(extreme right) and Communism / Socialism (extreme left). The common
denominator of all three is totalitarianism. The Devil is a control freak and
denies us any independent thought or action outside of his governance. But an
even simpler interpretation would be, the Dragon is Satan, the Beast is
Satan’s kingdom on earth, and the False Prophet is Satan’s spokesperson, aka
the Pope and his priests.)

In 1922 Mussolini founded the Fascist Movement and became Dictator of Italy.
In 1929 by the Lateran Treaty, he made the Pope a Temporal Sovereign over the
Vatican City and grounds, with a population of about 450 and a territory of
108 acres! Mussolini then voted the sum of £19,000,000 in settlement of the
Roman dispute since 1870, when the Pope was dethroned as a Temporal
Sovereign. Mussolini then made the Pope a puppet Sovereign.

In 1934 Hitler met Mussolini in Venice, and on Aug. 2nd, 1934, Hitler
succeeded Hindenburg as President. These three Evil Spirits then entered on a
European career of conquest and invasion, with the Jesuits in the background.

In 1935 Hitler and Mussolini united with General Franco, with the connivance
of the Pope and the Jesuits in overthrowing the Democratic Government in
Spain.

THAT GREAT DAY OF GOD ALMIGHTY.

In Sept. 1943 Mussolini was deposed and his dream of a Revived Roman Empire
came to an end.

Mussolini also attacked and overran Abyssinia with the most revolting
cruelty. Here again the Pope and the Jesuits supported Mussolini in all these
abominations. They also expelled all Protestant Missionaries.

Here we have the 3 Evil Spirits mentioned in Revelation which in 1939 drove
Europe and the whole 5 other continents into this World War.

These three great World-disturbers have all originated within the realms of
the old Roman Empire.



There can be no question that these three are world figures today and all are
Roman Catholic. The False Prophet undoubtedly prefigures the Pope as a
pseudo-Christian prophet or leader as distinct from the other two, who are
purely wicked political imposters. Mussolini was a pseudo-Caesar, and Hitler
worships the Nordic Pagan intuition cult. These three are all enemies of
Christ.

Revelation 16:12-14, seem to be fulfilling before our very eyes. Are not the
Kings of the whole world gathering to battle today as predicted in Revelation
16:12-14, led by three wicked Powers, which have already drawn in a total of
134 countries, large and small, embracing almost the entire globe. Verse 14
reads “For they are the spirits of devils working miracles, which go forth
unto the kings of the earth, and of the whole world to gather them to the
Battle of that great day of God Almighty.”

Notice the sharp distinction between “the kings of the earth” and in the next
sentence, “and of the whole world.” These clearly refer to two different
groups of nations and spheres of action. The one refers to the kings within
the bounds of the Roman Earth, or old Roman Empire, and the other to the
whole of the nations of the entire globe which includes the Far East, India,
Burma, China and Japan, etc.

This great World War is the first great war in which all six Continents have
been involved at the same time. That seems to explain verse 14 exactly. Are
not the kings or rulers of the whole world gathering to battle today, as
predicted here, impelled by three wicked Powers, viz : the Nazi, Fascist and
Papal. The Fascist was a Political party, the Papacy a combined Religious and
Political
Power masquerading as Christian. These three Powers have undoubtedly caused
this World War. Russia, it must not be forgotten, is a Power outside the
Roman Empire. Russia is a Power belonging to the “WHOLE WORLD” Area as
distinct from THE KINGS OF THE EARTH, ie., the Roman “Earth” of the
Apocalypse.

When the Western Roman Empire fell in 476 A.D. it was succeeded by the
Western Papal Ten Kingdoms with the Pope at the head.

The Eastern Roman Empire fell at the storming of Constantinople by the Turks
in 1453 A.D. This was the complete end of the Roman Empire, both East and
West, From 1453 to 1923 A.D. the Turkish or Mohammedan Power ruled most of
the nations of the former Eastern Roman Empire—now the Kings of the East.

Today Turkey rules none but her own homeland. The Pope rules over 108 acres
and about 450 subjects.

In the first verse of the Revelation St. John tells us the book is written in
symbols, i.e.: in a language of signs.

Revelation 1:1: The Revelation of Jesus Christ which God gave unto him, to
show unto His servants things which must shortly come to pass; and He sent
and signified it by His angel unto His servant John.



Revelation 4:1: After this I looked and, behold, a door was opened in heaven;
and the first voice when I heard was as it were of a trumpet talking with me;
which said, Come up hither, and I will shew thee things which must be
hereafter.

To signify is to show by signs, to intimate your meaning, not in plain
literal words, but by signs and symbols.

Now in the language of signs and symbols, such for example as that employed
by the Navy, Army or R.A.F., or by Merchant ships, when signaling at sea,
each sign and symbol has a definite meaning, which can only be discerned and
understood by translating it into ordinary language, by means of an
explanatory key. In reading Daniel or the Revelation we are bound to do the
same.

EACH NATION HAS ITS OWN SYMBOLS.

For example, the Sharp Sword proceeding out of the mouth of the King of Kings
in Revelation 19:15, is not a sword of steel, but a symbol only. There is no
such creature in nature as a Beast with Seven Heads and Ten Horns, as in
Daniel and Revelation. Again they are symbols only.

As stated on page 4 of this book, we must translate the symbolic language
into ordinary language, by comparing these symbols and emblems with the other
Scriptures where the same are employed and explained. We must also be
familiar with the symbols and emblems employed by the nations and religious
systems which have arisen on the theater of the Roman world since the book of
Revelation was written. The Roman Catholic and Mohammedan religions have
unconsciously employed in their national and religious life and history, the
very symbols and emblems used in Revelation to prefigure the events.
Especially is this true of the Church of Rome and of the Papal nations of
Western Europe, and also of the Mohammedans of Eastern Europe and Western
Asia. The Great Revealer foresaw the use of these national and religious
symbols by these powers and revealed them to St. John, for the guidance and
comfort of His people down the ages. See Papal and Mohammedan emblems,
medals, coins, etc., in this book as evidence.

(Continued in The Revelation an Acted Prophecy – Western Europe and Asia the
Stage. )
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A Description of the Great Whore of Revelation Chapter 17
The Church of Rome Ignores the Challenge to Disprove She is the Great
Whore of Revelation Chapter 17
The Great Harlot’s Daughters
Our Position Today in the Divine Program as Revealed in Prophecy
The Scholars Behind the Promotion of the False Interpretations of the
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Books of Daniel and Revelation
The Mass an Abomination to God
The Meaning of 666 in Revelation Chapter 13
False Interpretations of Divine Prophecy
British Government Hides Vatican War Treachery From Empire
Rome’s Attack on the British Empire and the United States
The Final Revelation to Men by Jesus Christ: The Apocalypse
Who are the Kings of the East Mentioned in Revelation 16:12?
The Revelation an Acted Prophecy – Western Europe and Asia the Stage
The Purple and Scarlet Robes of the Bishops of the Church of Rome

The Final Revelation to Men by Jesus
Christ: The Apocalypse

The Revelation is a book written in signs and so that God could reveal the
future to His own children and yet not disclose to His enemies His over-
ruling providence in the world.

Rome’s Attack on the British Empire
and the United States
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The World Powers assembled recognized Rome as the real Power behind the Great
War (WW I). Not one Roman Priest was allowed at the Paris Peace Conference in
1919.

British Government Hides Vatican War
Treachery From Empire

During the world wars the British Foreign Office was filled with Roman
Catholics who were taking orders from the Vatican and undermining Britain’s
war tragedies!

False Interpretations of Divine
Prophecy

Two Jesuits published their respective but quite counter interpretations,
Ribera in 1591 published Babylon and Antichrist, the Futurist scheme; the
other, Alcasar, the Preterist; that the prophecies have all been fulfilled in
the fall of Pagan Rome.
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Is it Biblical to Question Our
Pastor’s Teaching?

I was blessed to have found Christ in January 1971 through the ministry of
the Navigators, a Christian outreach ministry that started in 1930 when young
Dawson Trotman took up the challenge to memorize Bible Scriptures on
salvation from a Sunday school memorization contest. Though he wasn’t saved
yet, he won the contest! Within the following week, the Holy Spirit used the
scripture verses he memorized to lead him to Christ! He continued to memorize
Scripture and then won a disciple who won another disciple for Christ. I’m
writing this from memory what I heard 50 years ago. The things I heard when
young in Christ have stuck with me.

After I received Christ as my Lord and Savior when attending an evening
church service the Navigators brought me to, I began to attend the
Navigators’ weekly Bible studies. After three months I came to the conclusion
based on the Bible studies that I no longer needed to go to Catholic Mass. I
realized from Navigator Bible study that what the Catholic priest was
teaching and the very practice of the Mass was not in accordance with the
Bible.

The Navigators were not preachers, they were teachers. Their Bible studies
consisted of Bible verses and questions about the verse with multiple-choice
answers. Reading and understanding the Bible verse led me to choose the right
answer! I attended the Navigator fellowships and Bible studies in California
and Japan from 1971 to 1973.

The Navigators put a great emphasis on knowing the Scriptures, memorizing
Bible verses, and basing doctrine solely on what the Bible says, not on what
some preacher says it says. I sometimes met some high-ranking leadership in
the Navigators and never felt uncomfortable in their presence. They did not
come across as know-it-all preachers but as simple followers of Jesus Christ.
The good things I learned from the Navigators and the practice of memorizing
and reviewing Scriptures continue with me to this very day. And my wife Tess
is like-minded with me about the Scriptures being the basis of all sound
doctrine.

We are thankful to have had a good pastor when we lived in Guam. He said some
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things we didn’t agree with, but they were very minor things. And he didn’t
preach any Endtime doctrines from the pulpit, things we would not have not
agreed with, things such as a 7-year Endtime scenario of the rise of the
Antichrist who makes a peace-pact with Israel and allows them to rebuild
their Temple. He may have believed that based on the doctrines of the church
in the US mainland that sponsors him, but he didn’t teach it. And he did not
demand that we hold to the eschatological doctrines of his home church for us
to be a member of his church.

Is it within the authority of the average believers in Christ to question
things that Bible teachers, pastors, and evangelists are teaching? The
Bereans in the book of Acts sets the precedent to do so.

Acts 17:10  And the brethren immediately sent away Paul and Silas by night
unto Berea: who coming thither went into the synagogue of the Jews.
11  These were more noble than those in Thessalonica, in that they received
the word with all readiness of mind, and searched the scriptures daily,
whether those things were so.

The Bereans didn’t just take the word of Paul or Silas, they checked it out
with the Scriptures! If they took the time to check out if the great Apostle
Paul’s teaching was correct or not by going to the Scriptures, I think it
certainly behooves us to do the same. Do most Christians do that today? If
they did, I don’t see how so many false doctrines can abound in present-day
churches!

Let’s give some examples of incorrect doctrines of preachers I like before I
get into ones I don’t like.

John MacArthur in a sermon only 11 days ago at the time of this article
gave a talk about “The Coming of a False Peace.” There is no phrase,
“false peace” anywhere in the Bible! I know where he got that doctrine.
It’s Dispensational Futurism from John Nelson Darby and C.I. Scofield.
It’s what I was taught when still young in Christ. Former hippies called
the first 3.5 years of the reign of a future Antichrist a “plastic
peace.” It’s based on a false interpretation of Daniel 9:27. My hat is
off to John MacArthur for many of his other sermons exposing sin in
America, and for his defiance of unconstitutional COVID medical mandates
and keeping his church open. But he’s off on his eschatology.
Charles A. Jennings of Truth in History. We like his stance on Israel,
eschatology, and the fact he believes all the gifts of the Spirit are
relevant today. But last night we heard him teach the “Anglo-Israel”
doctrine which says that the English are descendants of the tribes of
Israel. How can they be when the Bible clearly says Israel is descended
from Shem? The white European peoples are all descended from Japheth!
English people are white! It was the descendants of Japheth, not Shem,
who populated white Europe. It surprises me how pastor Jennings could
teach such an error when he knows the Bible so well.
Steve Gregg of the YouTube channel The Narrow Path. My wife and I think
he’s a great Bible teacher, and he came out of Dispensationalism, but
nevertheless, he doesn’t teach the Historicist interpretation of the
Book of Revelation! I heard he even mocked it. That tells me he has not
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read the commentators of the Protestant Bible teachers of the past.
Chuck Baldwin of Liberty Fellowship. My wife and I used to listen to him
every week but we stopped when he began to teach the Preterist view of
the Book of Revelation, namely that the Book of Revelation is all about
the destruction of Jerusalem and the Temple in 70 AD! This is much worse
than Steve Gregg’s view because it ignores the Great Whore, the Scarlet
woman who rides the Beast of Revelation chapter 17, the Vatican’s
worldwide covert government, the “Holy See”, the murder of Bible-
believing followers of Jesus Christ through the centuries, the Woman who
claims to be the true Bride of Christ but is actually a whore working
for Satan! How Chuck Baldwin could be so misled as to not see that
despite all his knowledge and education is shocking! He’s so right on
other things including his views on the modern nation of Israel, and the
correct interpretation of the Olivet Discourse of Matthew 24, Mark 13,
and Luke 21.
Christian J. Pinto of Noise of Thunder Radio. Tess and I love to listen
to his podcasts, but sad to say he’s wrong about Israel. I heard him
once say the 1948 restoration of Israel was a fulfillment of Bible
prophecy. I hope he changed his position on that. We are excited to see
his new documentary when it comes out, Jesuits in America.

And then there’s a bunch of popular preachers I don’t like and never listen
to. Everything they teach is questionable. I’m talking about all the
prosperity Gospel preachers such as Kenneth Copeland. You know who they are.

You might question me too and that’s fine with me. Today a man said a
reference I quoted on an article did not have the information I said it has.
I proved it does by taking a screenshot of the article and posting it as my
reply.

I stand with the majority of the Protestant Reformers on all my views of the
Bible on this website. There are some things from Calvin I don’t agree with,
but I think his view of the Catholic Church was the same as mine.

Nobody’s perfect, right? I don’t claim to know it all. I like to listen to
what others have to say, and then I test it with the Scriptures. I still like
to listen to the above mentioned Bible teachers, but only on subjects I
believe they are teaching correctly.

1 John 4:1  Beloved, believe not every spirit, but try the spirits whether
they are of God: because many false prophets are gone out into the world.

For more on this subject, please see an article on an external website, Is it
Wrong to Question My Pastor?. It contains many insights not covered here.
Here are a couple of quotes from that article I like:

It is important for every individual in the church to have growing
familiarity with the biblical word. We are to trust that the Holy
Spirit will “guide us into all truth” (John 16:13). Posing
questions about a pastor’s teaching is to take ownership of our
spiritual growth. As Christians, we are to ensure that we can
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differentiate between “the spirit of God and the spirit of
falsehood” (1 John 4:6). Authentic pastors, committed to their
congregation’s spiritual growth, welcome such questions. Questions
are seen as invitations to look at the biblical word in a deeper
way. Authentic pastors see questions as an opportunity to journey
together in faith and learning.

Toxic or abusive pastors, however, refuse to answer questions
pertaining to their teaching. It is suggested that questioning a
sermon is tantamount to questioning his or her spiritual authority.
After all, they are the ones who have the biblical education (and
understand the bible rightly); they are the ones charged with
declaring God’s voice; they are the ones who God has called to the
ministry. Instead of an invitation for growth, questions are
considered obstructive. Abusive pastors equate God’s voice with
their own.

This is no different than the attitude the priests and bishops of the
Catholic Church have. I believe they are the Nicolaitans of Revelation 2:6.

But this thou hast, that thou hatest the deeds of the Nicolaitans, which I
also hate.

One interpretation of the Nicolaitans I heard is the clergy who oppresses the
laity. Not even the Apostles Peter or Paul had that authority. They wrote
letters to the churches in various cities to advise them, but if those
churches didn’t heed the apostle’s advice, they suffered the consequences of
their choice. They weren’t bullied and forced to obey by an ecclesiastical
hierarchy.

To sum up, the answer to the question in the title of this article is,
absolutely yes!

The Meaning of 666 in Revelation
Chapter 13
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When the name LATEINOS is written in Greek letters, and their values added
up, the total is 666, the number of the beast or empire of Revelation chapter
13.


